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Abstract—Halal concept is an essential aspect of Muslim 
daily life. Currently, many organizations around the world 
provide halal certification services as known as halal 
certification bodies. In the majority, these organizations provide 
halal product information on their website. However, 
information is presented in different formats, such as pdf, table, 
and text. As a result, the user is difficult to search for 
information on these websites. Therefore, we develop search 
engine on halal linked open data to facilitate users for searching 
halal products. We use an entity ranking approach to retrieve 
relevant items based on user queries that consist of an 
independent-ranking and dependent-ranking method. 
Independent ranking employs a link-count approach to indicate 
the information richness of the entity. Dependent ranking 
employs term frequency-inverse entity frequency  (TF-IEF) to 
measure the similarity of an entity based on terms. We use 
Apache Lucene to perform indexing and search process. Also, 
we use the Neo4j graph database to save entity ranking 
computation results. The results show that the system delivers 
excellent results. The Mean Average Precision (MAP) for top-5 
results is 91,2%. 
Keywords—search engine, linked open data, halal, entity 
ranking, information retrieval 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Islam is the world’s second-largest religion. Also, Islam is 
the fastest-growing religion in the world. In 2015, the Muslim 
population was achieving 1.8 billion, or roughly 24% of the 
global population [1]. The large population of Muslims in the 
world will also increase the need for halal products, either the 
consumption or promotion of halal food [2]. 
Nowadays, there are many Halal organizations in the 
world. In 1999, The World Halal Food Council (WFHC) was 
born to bring Halal organizations together in order to know 
each other and work together [3]. The mission of WFHC is to 
regulate the Halal standard in the Slaughtering Category, Food 
Processing Category, and Flavour Industry Category. 
Currently, there are 55 Halal organizations as members of 
WFHC. Also, there are many Halal organizations outside of 
WFHC members, such as the Muslim Consumer Group 
(USA) and Emirates Authority for Standardization and 
Metrology (UAE). 
Generally, Halal organizations provide halal-certified 
products on their website to facilitate users to find halal 
products. However, these websites are present information in 
different formats, such as pdf, tables, and texts. Hence, it is 
difficult to extract the data and integrate it into another dataset. 
In our previous work, we propose Halal Linked Open Data as 
known as LODHalal [4]. LODHalal aims to retrieve data from 
multiple sources and integrate the data. The integrated data 
will enable the users to find halal product information over 
various sources on a single website. We integrate the halal 
product data from the Institute For Foods, Drugs, And 
Cosmetics Indonesian Council Of Ulama (LPPOM MUI), 
Jabatan Kemajuan Islam Malaysia (JAKIM), E-Numbers, and 
Open Food Facts. The data is transformed into the Resource 
Description Framework (RDF) turtle data format (.ttl file). 
The RDF data format contains a subject, predicate, and object 
as a directed graph (s,  p, o). Subject as a vertex, predicate as 
an edge,  and object as a value. For instance, halalf: 
Monosodium_Glutamate  rdf:type owl:Thing. Also, the data 
are connected to Dbpedia, PubChem, and Mesh dataset. 
Information Retrieval (IR) is a task to discover documents 
that satisfies an information need from large collections [5]. 
For instance, an IR system such as a search engine. Many 
studies have proposed IR systems for a certain purpose, 
employed various methods, and used various types of the 
dataset, e.g., opinion ranking [6], [7], product ranking [8]–
[13], and aspect ranking [14]–[16]. Also, previous studies 
developed IR systems on Food and Nutrition field [17], [18]. 
To the best of our knowledge, the IR system on Food and 
Nutrition field that employ halal label is still not available. In 
this work, we develop a search engine for LODHalal using the 
entity ranking approach. The entity ranking methods consist 
of independent and dependent ranking. We employ link-count 
for independent ranking [19] and term frequency-inverse 
entity frequency  (TF-IEF) [20] and keyword polarity [6] for 
dependent ranking. The search engine will facilitate users to 
search for halal products easily. Also, we add more datasets 
from multiple Halal organization websites. In summary, our 
contributions are as follows: 
1. Proposing search engine for Halal Linked Open 
Data. 
2. Transforming sets of halal products from multiple 
sources into Linked Data. 
3. Integrating the data to Halal Linked Open Data. 
This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 explains the 
methods. Section 3 describes the results and discussion. 
Lastly, Section 4 brings to the conclusion. 
II. METHODS 
In summary, the architecture of our ranking system for 
Halal Linked Open Data is depicted in Fig 1. 
A. Data Crawling and Data Integration 
Data crawling, the data from multiple sources are crawled 
using the Scrapy python library. The fields of data are consist 
of product name, product certificate code, product certificate 
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expiration date, product certificate halal status, product 
manufacturer, halal certification bodies, and location. The list 
of websites is presented in Table I. We save the data in a CSV 
data format. Data integration, the crawled data transformed 
into Turtle (.ttl) RDF data format to meet Halal  
Vocabulary [4]. In summary, the statistics of data integration 
results is presented in Table II. 
 
Fig. 1. Search engine architecture. 
TABLE I.  LIST OF HALAL CERTIFICATION BODY WEBSITES 
No Name URL 
1 Institute For Foods, Drugs, And 
Cosmetics Indonesian Council 
Of Ulama (LPPOM MUI) 
http://www.halalmui.org/ 
2 Jabatan Kemajuan Islam 
Malaysia 
https://www.halal.gov.my/ 
3 The Islamic Food and Nutrition 
Council of Canada 
https://ifancc.org/ 
4 The South African National 
Halaal Authority 
http://www.sanha.co.za/ 
5 Supreme Islamic Council of 
Halal Meat in Australia 
http://www.sichma.com.au/ 
6 Taiwan Halal Integrity 
Development Association 
http://www.thida.org/ 
7 Muslim Consumer Group http://www.muslimconsumerg
roup.com/ 
8 Emirates Authority for 
Standardization and Metrology 
http://halal.ae/ 
TABLE II.  STATISTIC OF LODHALAL DATASETS 
No Entity Total 
1 halalv:FoodProduct 58007 
2 halalv:Ingredient 2242 
3 foaf:Organization 3404 
4 halalv:HalalCertificate 8870 
B. Entity Ranking: Query Independent 
Latifi introduces a link-count approach to perform 
independent ranking [19]. The link-count aims to count 
inbound and outbound links of an entity. In this context, we 
use link-count to count outbound links that indicate the 
richness information of an entity. For instance, an entity has a 
certificate, manufacturer, and ingredients. It will get a higher 
link-count score than an entity without ingredients. The 
formula of link-count is presented in Eq. 1. The example of 
the link-count computation of an entity is shown in Table III. 





TABLE III.  LINK-COUNT: QUERY INDEPENDENT COMPUTATION 
EXAMPLE 

























TABLE IV.  A SAMPLE OF LODHALAL DATASET 
ID Entity Subject Predicate Object 
1 Monosodium 
Glutamate 
halalf:Monosodium_Glutamate  rdf:type owl:Thing 
foaf:name Monosodium glutamate 
owl:sameAs halali:Monosodium_glutamate 
foodlirmm:certificate halalc:00060050200309 
2 Happy Tos Rasa 
Jagung 
halalf:Happy_Tos_Rasa_Jagung_Bakar rdfs:label Happy Tos Rasa Jagung 
food:containsIngredient halali:Monosodium_Glutamate 
3 Serena Snack halalf:Serena_Snack rdfs:label Serna Snack 
food:containsIngredient halali:Monosodium_Glutamate 
4 Walls Cornetto 
Black and White 




C. Entity Ranking: Query Dependent 
Delbru uses term frequency-inverse entity frequency  (TF-
IEF) to perform entity ranking on Linked Open Data [20]. 
TF-IEF aggregates the values of predicates and objects and 
computes the score based on term t. The formula of TF-IEF 
is presented in Eq. 2. 




The n(t,e) presents the number of term t in entity e, and 
|VE| shows the number of entities in a dataset. For instance, a 
sample of entity collection is presented in Table IV, and an 
indexing process on a single term “monosodium” is 
performed. Then, the computation of TF-IEF on each entity 
shown in Table V. The score of each entity will be saved on 
index files using Apache Lucene. Then these scores will be 
normalized using spread normalization and called query-
score (Sq). The formula of spread normalization is 
constructed by formula Eq. 3-5. 
 
𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝑞, 𝑣) = ∑𝑡𝑓
𝑡∈𝑞
. 𝑖𝑒𝑓(𝑡, 𝑒) 





𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝑞, 𝑒) = ∑𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝑞, 𝑎)
𝑝∈𝑠
× 𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑(𝑞, 𝑒) 
 

 Then the final formula of spread normalization is 
presented in  Eq. 6. 
𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑(𝑞, 𝑒) =





The |q| presents the distinct terms on a query q, and |vt/vn| 
presents the number of objects contains term q divided by the 
total objects of an entity. If the terms of query q are spread 
into some objects, then the spread normalization is low. For 
example, an entity has three objects o1, o2, o3, and query q 
consist of three terms t1, t2, t3, and each term appears on one 
object (t1-o1, t2-o1, t3-o1). Then spread normalization value 
is: 
((3 - 1/3) + 1) / 3 = 1.23 
In opposite, if each term appears on three objects (t1-o1, t2-
o2, t3-o3). Then the spread normalization value is:  
((3 – 3/3) +1) / 3 = 1 
TABLE V.  QUERY DEPENDENT COMPUTATION EXAMPLE 
ID TF-IEF Spread 
Query Score 
(Sq) 
1 0.24987 1 0.33316 
2 0.30102 1.5 0.45153 
3 0.30102 1.5 0.15051 
4 0 0 0 
D. Search Process: User Query 
The user query computes the final score (Sf) obtained 
from static-score (Ss) and query-score (Qs). The final score 
is normalized by a sigmoid function [21]. The formula of the 
final score is presented in Eq. 7.  






From Table IV and Table V, the final score computation 
is presented in Table VI.  




Query Score (Sq) Final Score (Sf) 
1 2 0.33316 0.60715 
2 1 0.45153 0.55468 
3 1 0.15051 0.07756 
4 1 0 - 
 
In this context, the system will only perform the search 
process in the “label” field of Food product entities. Moreover, 
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we normalize the static-score to make sure the static-score is 
not overlapping the query-score. We use static-score constant 
normalization parameters consist of 0.05 and 0.001. 
Besides, the terms of the query are also manipulated that 
aims to retrieve relevant item results. The manipulation is 
consists of stopwords, query boosting, and keyword polarity 
called as halal-haram-mushbooh item filtering. Stopwords are 
a list of common terms and might be lead to bad results. The 
stopwords are consist of “rasa”, “berperisa”, “dengan”, and 
“in”. Query boosting will boost term which contains any terms 
except “halal”, “haram”, or “mushbooh”. The query boosting 
aims to make the document get a higher score than the 
document that contains the term “halal”, “haram”, or 
“mushbooh”. 
Moreover, the halal-haram-mushbooh item filtering is to 
filter the retrieved item results based on halal product status. 
For example, if the query contains the term “halal”, the result 
will be filtered to show only halal products. It is indicated that 
the user searches only for halal products. 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A. Query Construction for Testing 
Query construction is defined by employing halal status 
term consist of “halal”, “haram”, and “mushbooh” or without 
halal status term. Also, the queries will be consist of two 
words and three words. Then, the final queries to test the 
performance of the system are presented in Table VII.  
 
TABLE VII.  LIST OF QUERIES 
ID Query 
1 halal medicine 
2 haram medicine 
3 mushbooh sandwich 
4 energen vanilla 
5 nissin wafer coklat 
6 happy tos jagung 
7 kopi kapal api 
8 indomie goreng sate 
 
B. Performance Evaluation 
Performance evaluation is conducted by judge each result 
using boolean judgment, Relevant (T), or Not Relevant (F). 
Then, the measurement evaluation is using standard Precision 
and Recall (in percent) [22]. We found the most relevant 
constant normalization parameter is 0.001. The top-5 search 
results of queries Table VII are presented in Table VIII- XV. 
Based on Table XVII, the Mean Average  Precision is 91.2%. 
We compared the use of halal-haram-mushbooh item filtering 
as a proposed method with the baseline method using the 
default Apache Lucene configuration. Based on Table  X and 
Table XVI. The search results of the baseline approach have 
more entities than the proposed approach. However, the 
performance of the proposed method has better results than 
the baseline method. The proposed method has better 
precision and recall scores than the baseline method. The 
“musbooh” term plays an important role to determine the 
relevance of each search results item. 
TABLE VIII.  QUERY HALAL MEDICINE 







1 Labeesity Labeesity 125Mg Capsules (Labisia Pumila 
Standardised Extract-Traditional Medicine For Health And 
Weight Loss) 
Halal 1.007 T 100 25 
2 Labeesity Labeesity 60Mg Capsules ((Labisia Pumila 
Standardised Extract-Traditional Medicine For Health And 
Weight Loss) 
Halal 1.007 T 100 50 
3 Cf Cough Medicine Halal 1.004 T 100 75 
4 Ny Quil Liquid Cold Medicine For Children Halal 1.004 T 100 100 
TABLE IX.  QUERY HARAM MEDICINE 






1 Blood Thinner Medicine Lovenox Injection Is Made From Pig 
Intestinal Mucosa And It Is Haram 
Haram 1.306 T 100 33.3 
2 Ny Quil Cold Liquid Medicine For Adult Haram 1.105 T 100 66.6 
3 Soar Throat Medicine Haram 1.105 T 100 100 
TABLE X.  QUERY MUSHBOOH SANDWICH 








1 Cheese & Cheddar Sandwich Crackers Mushbooh 1.047 T 100 25 
2 Peanut Butter N J Sandwich Crackers Mushbooh 1.047 T 100 50 
3 Ritz Cheese Cracker Sandwich Mushbooh 1.047 T 100 75 







TABLE XI.  QUERY ENERGEN VANILLA 






1 Cereal Energen Vanilla Halal 1.192 T 100 20 
2 Energen Less Sugar Vanilla Halal 1.192 T 100 40 
3 D085.00-Super Nova Vanilla,  D460.02-Chocolate Sachet,  
N305.02-Nova Yoghurt,  D026.00-Jollibee Dubai Vanilla,  
D726.04-Choc Frosty,  D727.01-Vanilla Frosty,  D455.02-Soft 
Serve 
Halal 1.072 F 66,6 60 
4 Ceremix - Minuman Serbuk Sereal Rasa Vanilla (Ceremix 
Vanilla) 
Halal 0.965 F 50 80 
5 COOKIES - ICE BOX VANILLA (VANILLA ALMOND) Halal 0.965 F 40 100 
TABLE XII.  QUERY NISSIN WAFER COKLAT 






1 Nissin - Wafer Krim Coklat ( Chocolate Wafer Cream ) Halal 1.34 T 100 20 
2 Nissin, Din Don - Wafer Krim Coklat Berlapis Coklat Halal 1.336 T 100 40 
3 Nissin - Fantos Wafer Krim Coklat Halal 1.29 T 100 60 
4 Nissin - Pilooong Wafer Renyah Dengan Krim Coklat Halal 1.29 T 100 80 
5 Nissin - Top Wafer Krim Coklat Halal 1.29 T 100 100 
TABLE XIII.  QUERY HAPPY TOS JAGUNG 







1 Happy Tos Rasa Jagung Bakar Halal 1.417 T 100 20 
2 Happy Tos Rasa Jagung Bakar, Bpom Ri Md 272913002166 Halal 1.371 T 100 40 
3 Big Solid Conditioner, Jungle, Coolaulin, Happy Happy Joy Joy Halal 1.07 F 66.6 60 
4 Bihun Jagung Cap Panen Jagung Halal 0.992 F 50 80 
5 Bihun Jagung Cap Tanam Jagung Halal 0.992 F 40 100 
TABLE XIV.  QUERY KOPI KAPAL API 







1 Kapal Api - Minuman Serbuk 2In1 (Kopi Dan Gula) - Kapal Api 
Arabica Gold Kopi Gula 
Halal 1.50 T 100 20 
2 Kapal Api Grande - Minuman Serbuk Kopi Instan 3In1 (Java Latte) - 
Kapal Api Grande Java Latte  
Halal 1.471 T 100 40 
3 Kapal Api (Khusus Ekspor) - Minuman Serbuk Kopi 3 In 1 (White 
Coffee) - Kapal Api White Coffee (Export) 
Halal 1.471 T 100 60 
4 Kapal Api - Kopi Bubuk Arabika - Kapal Api Arabica Gold Halal 1.471 T 100 80 
5 Kapal Api - Kopi Bubuk (Blue Mountain Blend) - Kapal Api Blue 
Mountain Blend 
Halal 1.471 T 100 100 
TABLE XV.  QUERY INDOMIE GORENG SATE 







1 Indomie Mi Goreng Rasa Sate Halal 1.507 T 100 20 
2 Indomie Mi Instan Goreng Rasa Sate Padang Halal 1.325 T 100 40 
3 Indomie Mi Instan Mi Goreng Rasa Sate Halal 1.325 T 100 60 
4 Indomie Keriting Goreng Spesial Halal 1.209 F 75 80 
5 Indomie Mi Instan Goreng (Ekstra Saus Cabe Dan Bawang Goreng) Halal 1.201 F 60 100 
TABLE XVI.  QUERY MUSHBOOH SANDWICH ON THE BASELINE METHOD 











F 0 20 




F 0 40 
3 Roti Sandwich Isi Cokelat Dan Roti Sandwich Rasa Pandan Isi Selai 
Sarikaya (Combo Sandwich) 
Halal 0.98
4 
F 0 60 
4 Cheese & Cheddar Sandwich Crackers Mushbooh 0.93
4 
T 25 80 
5 Peanut Butter N J Sandwich Crackers Mushbooh 0.93
4 
T 40 100 
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1 halal medicine 100 
91.2 




4 energen vanilla 71.32 
5 nissin wafer coklat 100 
6 happy tos jagung 71.32 
7 kopi kapal api 100 




Constant normalization parameter for static-score, this 
parameter aims to make sure the static-score is not 
overlapping the query-score and lead to bad results. For 
example, at 0.05 parameter, we found the result of the query 
“indomie goreng sate” lead to a bad result, presented at Table 
XVIII. Based on Table XV and Table XVIII, the Precision 
score in Table XV is better than Table XVIII. Hence, the best 
static-score constant normalization parameter is 0.001. 




















Halal 1.87 F 50 40 






T 66.6 60 






T 75 80 






Halal 1.52 F 60 100 
 
The number of entities on the dataset, the number of 
entities plays an important role in the precision score. From 
Table XIII, Table XI, and Table XV, the precision score is 
decreased. In contrast, the rest of the Tables are constant. 
Hence, the number of entities will affect the precision score. 
Also, top-k affects the precision score. 
The number of queries for testing, the number of queries 
also affects to the Mean Average Precision. More queries for 
testing will lead to better evaluation results. However, the 
more the number of queries for testing, the more resources will 
be consumed. Hence, automatic query construction for testing 
can be performed in future works. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
We develop a search engine for Halal Linked Open Data 
using the entity ranking approach. The results show that the 
Mean Average Precision (MAP) is 91.2%. Moreover, the 
query-score is the most important to rank the documents on 
the search results, followed by static-score. In contrast, static-
score will affects the ranking position of the documents.  
However, a large static-score will overlap the query-score 
and lead to bad results. In future works, automatic query 
construction for testing can be performed to acquire better 
evaluation results. 
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